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Wetting Effect on Patterned Substrates

Fei Wang,* Yanchen Wu, and Britta Nestler

A droplet deposited on a solid substrate leads to the wetting phenomenon. A
natural observation is the lotus effect, known for its superhydrophobicity. This
special feature is engendered by the structured microstructure of the lotus
leaf, namely, surface heterogeneity, as explained by the quintessential
Cassie–Wenzel theory (CWT). In this work, recent designs of functional
substrates are overviewed based on the CWT via manipulating the contact
area between the liquid and the solid substrate as well as the intrinsic Young’s
contact angle. Moreover, the limitation of the CWT is discussed. When the
droplet size is comparable to the surface heterogeneity, anisotropic wetting
morphology often appears, which is beyond the scope of the Cassie–Wenzel
work. In this case, several recent studies addressing the anisotropic wetting
effect on chemically and mechanically patterned substrates are elucidated.
Surface designs for anisotropic wetting morphologies are summarized with
respect to the shape and the arrangement of the surface heterogeneity, the
droplet volume, the deposition position of the droplet, as well as the mean
curvature of the surface heterogeneity. A thermodynamic interpretation for the
wetting effect and the corresponding open questions are presented at the end.

1. Introduction

Depositing a certain volume of liquid on a solid substrate leads
to the wetting effect[1,2] (for soft and deformable substrates, see
ref. [3]). This phenomenon is observed omnipresent in nature[4–6]

and for materials design[4,7,8] (see Figure 1). For example, a series
of dew is often dispersed on the petals of flowers,[9] and on the
leaves of plants, such as Salvinia molesta,[10,11] the lotus,[12,13] and
Oryza sativa.[14,15] The dispersion of water droplet is also observed
on the feather of birds,[16,17] the wing of bugs,[18,19] and the skin of
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beasts.[20,21] Sometimes, the water is re-
pelled by the surface, such as the king-
fisher’s feather to keep dry;[22] sometimes,
the water is preferred by the surface, for ex-
ample, the harvest of water via the back of
Stenocara[23] and Namib desert beetles[24]

(see refs. [25, 26] for beetle-inspired sur-
faces). In our daily lives, we see the wetting
phenomena on the top of umbrella while
raining,[27,28] on the surface of glass while
fogging,[29,30] and on the surface of wall
while icing.[31] For practical applications,
the wetting effect with the solid–liquid in-
teraction plays a non-negligible role and
is often involved in materials design. Typ-
ical examples for the desired materials are
self-cleaning,[32–35] anti-fouling,[36–38] anti-
fogging[39,40] of solid substrates includ-
ing glasses, metals, and ceramics. These
functionalities may be achieved by chang-
ing the surface chemistry,[41] for example
coating,[42,43] or by modifying the surface
microstructures,[44–47] which are known to
be chemically and mechanically patterned
substrates, respectively. On these patterned

substrates, we sometimes want the liquid to detach from the solid
substrate with a relatively small roll-off angle and sometimes re-
quire a strong adhesion of the solid wall to the liquid. The inter-
action between the liquid and the solid substrate is characterized
by the wettability.

The wettability of a droplet on a solid substrate is usually quan-
tified by the apparent contact angle 𝜃* (Figure 2a,b), which is
measured at the triple junction where the solid, liquid, and sur-
rounding phases meet. On the homogeneous and heterogeneous
substrates, the apparent contact angle follows Young’s law[51] and
Cassie–Wenzel theory,[52,53] respectively. When 𝜃* is greater than
90°, the system is said to be hydrophobic; otherwise, we call it
hydrophilicity; an apparent contact angle of 90° is termed as the
neutral state. As shown in Figure 3a,b, a water droplet on the
leaf of a lotus[54] and the petal of a rose[55] has an apparent con-
tact angle greater than 90°, exhibiting a superhydrophobic prop-
erty. Another two natural observations for the wetting effect of
superhydrophobicity is the skin of filefish (Figure 3c) and the
wings of a butterfly (Figure 3d). The apparent contact angle of
oil in the environment of water on the skin of filefish is around
156.1°. This observation has inspired the fabrication of artificial
fish skin, which may be used for underwater oleophobic mate-
rials. The apparent contact angle of water on the natural wing
of the butterfly is about 151.5°, which shows superhydrophobic-
ity as well. Inspired by this marvelous property, scientists have
fabricated butterfly-inspired functional materials for different ap-
plications, such as intelligent surfaces,[56,57] optical devices,[58,59]
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Figure 1. Phenomena and applications of wetting effect. Natural Plants:
Water droplet on the leaf of Salvinia molesta. Reproduced under the terms
of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[10] Copyright 2022, The
Authors, published by Springer Nature. Feather: Kingfisher feathers to
keep dry. Reproduced with permission.[22] Copyright 2011, Company of
Biologists. Teapot effect: The water is confined at the edge of the teapot,
reuse with permissions,[48] Copyright 2010, American Physical Society.
Coffee-ring: Coffee-stain on a glass surface after drying of a coffee droplet.
Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. Umbrella: Wa-
ter droplets on umbrella. Reproduced with permissions.[28] Copyright
2014, ICE Publishing. Printing: Inkjet printing on patterned substrate. Re-
produced with permission.[50] Copyright 2013, Association for Computing
Machinery. Application of self cleaning: Self cleaning surface. Reproduced
with permission.[31] Copyright 2017, IJEREEE. Application of anti-fogging:
Anti-fogging glass. Reproduced with permission.[29] Copyright 2016, Else-
vier.

biological sensors,[60] cell culture,[61] self-cleaning surfaces,[32] to
cite a few. A comprehensive review of butterfly-inspired func-
tional materials has been provided in ref. [62]. When the wing of
the butterfly is covered by poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (gray
area on the right wing in Figure 3d), the surface becomes hy-
drophilic. Apart from the natural observations, man-made func-
tional materials have been synthesized based on the wetting ef-
fect. Examples are shown in Figure 3e,f, where the synthesized
cotton fabric and glass show hydrophobic properties. In addi-
tion to the wetting effect at room temperature, the wetting phe-
nomenon has also been observed and applied at elevated tem-
peratures (Figure 3g), such as soldering. Differing from the inert
wetting at room temperature, phase reaction may take place at
high temperatures. This is often known as reactive wetting (see
refs. [68–70]).

The wetting effect shown in Figure 3 is controlled either by
changing the surface chemistry or by varying the structure of the
surface, known as chemically patterned substrate and mechani-
cally patterned substrate, respectively. In the following, we define
the chemically patterned surface as type C and mechanically pat-

terned substrate as type M. For example, the coating effect on the
glass is achieved by changing the surface chemistry, which be-
longs to type C. The superhydrophobicity of the lotus leaf is due to
the surface heterogeneity, classified as type M. In each classifica-
tion, the wetting phenomenon is further sorted according to the
ratio of the length scale of the droplet to the surface heterogene-
ity. According to the substrate type and the corresponding length
scales, Table 1 lists some key investigations for the wetting effect
of droplets on patterned substrates in bluepast 10 years, together
with potential applications.

For type C substrate, most of the studies focused on the sit-
uation where the droplet size ld is comparable to the chemi-
cal heterogeneity lp. Typical references are refs. [71–85]. A brief
summary of these works for ld ∼ lp is as follows. Hartmann
et al.[71] addressed the morphological transition of droplets on
chemically stripped patterned surfaces by using sessile droplet
experiments combined with simulations based on free energy
minimization. Malijevský et al.[72] studied fluid adsorption and
bridging transitions at chemically stripped patterned surfaces
using mesoscopic interfacial models and microscopic density
functional theory. Russo et al.[73] used a volume-of-fluid method
to study the outcome behaviors of droplets impacting similar
patterned surfaces and successfully predicted droplet splitting
and vectoring behaviors. Ewetola et al.[74] and Groves et al.[75]

numerically investigated the motion and evaporation behav-
iors of a 2D droplet on chemically stripped patterned surfaces.
Refs. [76–78] examined the wetting droplets on type C substrates
via the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM). In refs. [79–82], a phase-
field approach in combination with an energy map method was
utilized to identify different equilibrium shapes of droplets on
type C substrates. Devíc et al.[83] theoretically and numerically
investigated the shape of nanodroplets with different volumes
on an elliptical patch patterned substrate. Chowdhury et al.[84]

simulated the transport and splitting of droplets on a Y-shaped
wettability-gradient track surrounded by a superhydrophobic sur-
face. Geng et al.[85] developed a bioinspired surface with wettabil-
ity gradient for highly enhanced fog collection. There is a paucity
of investigations for the wetting effect with droplet size much
larger than the chemical heterogeneity on type C substrate. These
works include a series of explorations for wetting on chemically
stripped patterned surfaces via LBM[86–88] and experimental stud-
ies for wetting on polygonal patterns.[89]

For type M substrate, there are a few studies for the wetting
effect with ld ∼ lp. These works include refs. [90–99]. A com-
pact summary of these works is as follows. Chen et al.[90] ex-
perimentally explained the Cassie–Wenzel wetting transition for
droplets on pillar-patterned substrates. For both small length
scales of droplets and pattern size, molecular dynamic simu-
lation was adopted in refs. [91, 92]. Refs. [93, 94] theoretically
addressed the wetting on groove-patterned surfaces based on
geometrical arguments. Special surface patterns were designed
in experiments to achieve directional liquid transport[95–97] and
liquid repellence.[98] In particular, Li et al.[95] reported a new
method of microscopic liquid transport based on a unique topo-
logical structure that allows for a rapid, directional, and long-
distance transport of liquid. Ref. [96] designed biomimetic mul-
ticurvature structures to collect and transport water with ex-
tremely enhanced transport speed. Feng et al.[97] fabricated 3D
biomimic ratchets patterned substrates that allow directional
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Figure 2. Wetting phenomena in nature, daily lives, and industrial applications classified as (top) macroscopic object, (middle) wetting morpholo-
gies, (bottom) microstructure of the surface. The droplet is water unless specified. a) Lotus leaf. Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2009,
Elsevier. b) Rose petal. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. c) Filefish. Here, an oil droplet is placed in the surroundings of
water for underwater applications. Reproduced with permission.[64] Copyright 2013,Wiley-VCH. d) Butterfly. Reproduced with permission.[18] Copyright
2019, American Chemical Society. e) Cotton fabric. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[65] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by MDPI. d) Coated glass. Reproduced with permission.[66]

Copyright 2015, Elsevier. e) An alloy of Al–Ni droplets is placed on the top of TiB2 ceramic materials at elevated temperatures greater than 700 °C.
Reproduced with permission.[67] Copyright 2017, American Ceramic Society, published by John Wiley and Sons.

liquid transport based on the surface structure as well as the sur-
face tension of the liquid. Lin et al.[98] utilized a functional surface
with crater-like structures to largely reduce the integration of con-
tact area over time; in this work, systematic investigations were
conducted on the geometric parameters by many-body dissipa-
tive particle dynamics which provides guidelines for the design
of water repellent surfaces. Most type M substrates have been

designed with micrometer and even nanometer scale structures,
whose characteristic length lp is much smaller than the droplet
size ld. Typical examples are shown in refs. [99–104]. For instance,
Liu et al.[99] adopted a doubly reentrant structure that enables
very low liquid–solid contact fraction which make the surface
repel any liquid. This work reported a superomniphobic silica
surface which can even withstand temperatures over 1000 °C

Figure 3. a–h) Sketch for Young’s law on a homogeneous substrate (a,b) and the Cassie–Wenzel theory on mechanically and chemically patterned
substrates (c–h). a) The wetting effect of a droplet (cyan) on a homogeneous solid substrate (gray). b) Vector notation for the Young’s law, where the
Young’s contact angle 𝜃Y is determined by the surface tension 𝜎 of the droplet–surroundings, and the difference of the interfacial energy densities between
surroundings–substrate and liquid–substrate, 𝛾1 − 𝛾2. The cyan circle indicates the intersection T of the tangent lines of the solid–liquid interface, the
liquid–surroundings interface, and the solid–surroundings interface. c,d) Schematics for the side and top views of the Wenzel wetting states, where the
droplet completely penetrates into the gap between the pillars of the substrates (gray). e,f) Sketch for the side and top views of the Cassie wetting states,
where the droplet stays over the gap between the pillars. g) Schematics for the wetting morphology on a chemically patterned substrate consisting of two
different surface chemistries (dark and light gray). h) Schematic illustration for an intermediate wetting states, where the droplet partially penetrates into
the gap between the pillars. The contact area between the liquid and the solid is used to estimate the effective wetting ratio f in ref. [63], as highlighted
by the orange line.
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Table 1. Summary of chemically and mechanically patterned substrates for the wetting effect.

References Substrate and patterns Scaling Investigation methods and applications

[71–75] Stripe pattern (C) ld ∼ lp Theory/simulation/experiment; coatings for wear and corrosion
protection, ink-jet printing, microcontact printing

[76–78] Stripe/lattice patterns (C) ld ∼ lp LBM/experiment; ink-jet printing, spray cooling, water harvesting

[79–82] Stripe/lattice patterns (C) ld ∼ lp Phase-field/theory; inkjet printing, spray cooling, coating, and
microfluidic device

[83–85] Elliptical patch/Y-junction shaped/wettability
gradient patterns (C)

ld ∼ lp Theory/simulation/experiment, microfluidic devices, water harvesting

[86–88] Stripe patterns (C) ld >> lp LBM; smart surfaces for droplet manipulation

[89] Polygonal patterns (C) ld >> lp LBM/experiment; microfluidic chips

[90] Pattern with pillars (M) ld ≈ lp Experiment/theory; superhydrophobic surface

[91–94] Pattern with pillars/groove (M) ld ∼ lp Molecular dynamics/theory; self-cleaning surfaces, fiber coating and
printing

[95–98] Pattern with special structures (M) ld ∼ lp Experiment/simulation; liquid diode, directional liquid transport,
antifouling, functional surface

[99–104] Pattern with nano-/microstructures (M) ld >> lp Experiment; self-cleaning, biomimic surfaces, droplet-based microfluidic
system, microreactors, drag reduction, antifogging, water harvesting

[105–108] Patterns with pillars (M) ld >> lp Experiment/theory; robust liquid repellant surfaces, bio-microarrays

[109–113] Two-length scale pattern (M) ld >> lp Theory/experiment; biomimic surfaces, self-cleaning topcoat for solar
cells

Abbreviations: C/M, chemical/mechanical patterns; LBM, lattice Boltzmann method; ld/lp, droplet/pattern sizes.

and resist biofouling. Wang et al.[100] found water-repellent sur-
faces with high solid fraction nanoscale textures which is contrary
to the Cassie–Wenzel theory. This can be explained by the fact that
the line tension on the nanotextures and the compact arrange-
ment of the nanotextures contribute to withstand the impact
pressure of drops. This work is of great significance for design-
ing robust water-repellent materials. Sun et al.[101] developed a
biomimetic surface and the substrate surface was constructed by
a special nanoparticles-dispersed phase which enables favorable
hydrophobic property under selective fluorosilane decoration.
Based on the photothermal effect of the substrate, the droplet
wetting behaviors can be controlled. Lv et al.[102] experimentally
examined in situ liquid–air interfaces on a submerged cylindrical
microcavity-patterned surface. The transition from metastable
states to the Wenzel state under different ambient pressure was
quantified with a diffusion-based model. A similarity law along
with a characteristic time scale was derived to predict the lifetime
of the air pockets. This result has potential application for the
drag reduction of submerged surfaces. Xu et al.[103] investigated
the droplet spreading and wetting transition on the microcavity-
patterned substrate. This work showed that the mesoscopic se-
quential Cassie–Wenzel transition leads to the macroscopic in-
ward wetting transition from the periphery to the droplet center.
A semiquantitative functional relationship between the sagging
depth of meniscus in the microcavities and the droplet spreading
velocity was given, which clarifies the mechanism for the wet-
ting transition on microcavity-patterned surfaces. Kim et al.[104]

observed that a high-speed impacting drop exhibits multiple nu-
cleating holes triggered by microstructures of biological surfaces.
This leads to the rapid retraction of the spreading drop and a
decrease in contact time; the findings revealed the biological
advantages for the reduction of hypothermia risk of animals.

Refs. [105–108] studied the pillared patterns with experiments
and theories. Two similar examples are ref. [105] and ref. [106].
Raj et al.[105] designed the substrates with structured chemical
heterogeneity to tailor polygonal droplet contact area ranging
from squares, rectangles, hexagons, octagons, to dodecagons.
Most recently, Lou et al.[106] observed the formation of water and
liquid metal polygonal droplets on non-wetting pillar patterned
surfaces. Under the guidance of the Cassie–Baxter model and in-
spired by the lotus effect, Refs. [109–113] studied the two-length
scale patterns. For example, Murakami et al.[109] addressed the
Cassie–Wenzel transition on nano- or microscale hexagonal pil-
lared surfaces. Dia et al.[110] presented a hydrophilic directional
slippery rough surface which collects and removes water due
to oil infused nanotextures upon directional microgrooves. Yun
et al.[111] fabricated a springtail-inspired surface hierarchical sys-
tem consisting of serif-T-shaped nanostructures on microscale
wrinkles displaying both high static repellency and pressure re-
sistance. The fabricated surface shows high repellency to diverse
liquids and can endure extreme pressure resulting from the im-
pacting drops. Nagayama et al.[112] studied the porous/patterned
silicon substrates and noticed the limitation of the Wenzel and
Cassie–Baxter model and proposed a partial wetting model to de-
scribe the diverse intermediate wetting states. Wang et al.[113] de-
signed a special two-length scale pattern to increase the mechan-
ical robustness of the superhydrophobic surfaces.

Potential applications of type C and type M substrates are ex-
emplarily listed in Table 1. When ld ∼ lp, both type substrates are
well used for droplet manipulations and directional transport of
liquid, such as inkjet printing, microelectronics, and microfluidic
devices. In the case ld ∼ lp, the shape and the movement of the
droplet are more controllable comparing with the situation ld >>
lp where more uncertainties appear, such as roughness. When
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ld >> lp, type M substrate is often applied for biomimic func-
tional surfaces, as inspired by the power of nature, such as the
leaf of the lotus, wing of the butterfly, skin of the filefish, back of
Namib desert beetle, and feathers of the kingfisher. These bioin-
spired functional surfaces are typically applied for self-cleaning
and liquid-repellency. When ld >> lp, type C substrate is usu-
ally used for coating and micropatterned surfaces which have the
functionalities of anti-fogging and anti-fouling.

In the past decade, the study of wetting effect on patterned
substrates started with the simple stripped surfaces and then fo-
cused on more complex 2D and 3D patterned substrates. These
investigations lead to more deep understandings on the wetting
mechanism, giving rise to novel designs of functional substrates;
but also engendering diverse unexplored phenomena. In this re-
port, we will overview recent progresses for the design of pat-
terned substrates based on the Cassie–Wenzel theory. Two key
parameters for the materials design according to the Cassie’s
equation are the intrinsic Young’s contact angle and the contact
area between the droplet and the solid substrate. Thereafter, some
limitations of the Cassie–Wenzel theory will be discussed. When
the droplet size is comparable with the surface heterogeneity, the
Cassie–Wenzel theory loses its validity and anisotropic wetting
morphologies often appear. In this case, the anisotropic wetting
morphologies depend on the shape, orientation, and arrange-
ment of the surface heterogeneity, the droplet volume, the de-
position position of the liquid, and the kinetics. Recent advances
for the surface design within the scope of these impact factors
will be elucidated in the following. At the end, we will conclude
the present report with a thermodynamic interpretation of the
wetting effect and the corresponding open questions.

2. Cassie–Wenzel Theory and Its Limitation

2.1. Notations

In the scientific community of the wetting effect, many no-
tations and phrases have been used to describe this phe-
nomenon, such as contact angle, apparent contact angle, me-
chanically/chemically patterned substrate, etc. In order to be
consistent with literature, we state commonly used phrases
and notations for the wetting effect following ref. [114]. The
triple junction T is the intersection of the tangent lines of the
solid–liquid interface, the liquid–surroundings interface, and the
solid–surroundings interface, as sketched in Figure 2b. The con-
tact angle 𝜃 is defined as the angle between the tangent lines
of the solid–liquid and liquid–surroundings interfaces inside the
droplet. When the substrate S is a pure substance solid phase and
has a uniform normal vector, that is, n(x) = (0, 1, 0),∀x ∈ S, the
contact angle is named as Young’s contact angle 𝜃Y for a static
droplet; before reaching the static state, the contact angle is the
dynamic contact angle which may change with time t. The sys-
tem with a pure substance substrate without roughness/defect
is said to hydrophobic and hydrophilic, when 𝜃Y > 90° and 𝜃Y
< 90°, respectively. The special case of 𝜃Y = 90° is called as the
neutral state. When the substrate is rough (see Figure 2c,e), the
normal vector is non-uniform on the substrate. Referring to the
triple junction according to the local normal vectors and the re-
spective tangent lines, we have local Young’s contact angle for a
static droplet and local dynamical contact angle when the droplet

moves with respect to the substrate/the surroundings. The local
Young’s contact angle is sometimes known as intrinsic Young’s
contact angle. The local Young’s contact angle can deviate from
the apparent contact angle on a rough surface. When the droplet
is in static on a roughness surface, the apparent contact angle is
usually addressed by the intersection of two curves: one curve is
the droplet–surrounding arc fitted by a circle and the other curve
is the connection line for the envelopes of the roughness pillar.
The intersection of the connection curve with the circle defines
the apparent contact angle, as sketched in Figure 2h and denoted
by 𝜃*. Here, only one length scale of the pillar is considered.
This definition loses its validity when the surface has multiscale
roughness, such as lotus leaf, and may be used by considering the
surface pillar of the largest scale to depict the apparent contact an-
gle. The hydrophilicity and the hydrophobicity of the system with
a roughness surface are according to the value of 𝜃*, contrary to
the intrinsic hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity based on 𝜃Y. The ad-
vancing 𝜃A and receding 𝜃R contact angles are the maximum and
minimum values of 𝜃*, respectively. A smooth substrate refers
to a pure substance surface without roughness/defect. The me-
chanically patterned substrate is defined when the normal vector
is non-uniform on the substance. The chemically patterned sub-
strate is defined when the substrate has more than one substance.
The characteristics of the mechanically and chemically patterned
substrates are the normal vector n and the wall energy, respec-
tively, which will be discussed in Section 6.

For the wetting effect on heterogeneous substrate, a concept of
thermodynamic contact angle has been introduced after the work
of Tadmor.[115] This work has been recently discussed in ref. [116]
and may be related to “the most stable contact angle” stated in
ref. [117]. Because of the surface irregularities, a variation of the
energy density, d with the unit of J m−2 is added to account for
the modification of the apparent contact angle. Here, d is the in-
finitesimal element of the deformed contact line and thus  has
a unit of J m−1, which is called as line energy density. As derived
in ref. [115], the line energy density  depends on the droplet vol-
ume as  ∝ V1∕3. With the assumption that the absolute values
of the line energy density are the same for advancing and reced-
ing, one derives a thermodynamic contact angle. This concept
provides a way to calculate the Young’s contact angle according
to the apparent contact angle on heterogeneous substrate.

2.2. Cassie–Wenzel Theory

From Young’s law, the apparent contact angle 𝜃* of a droplet
on a homogeneous solid substrate (Figure 2a) is related to the
energy density E creating the solid–liquid contact area and the
surface tension 𝜎 of the droplet as cos𝜃* = −E/𝜎, where E = 𝛾2
− 𝛾1, with 𝛾1, 𝛾2 being the interfacial energy densities of solid–
gas and liquid–gas, respectively. The Young’s law is often inter-
preted by a vector notation, as sketched in Figure 2b. At the triple
junction, the three surface-tension forces 𝜎, 𝛾1, and 𝛾2 are in the
tangential direction of the droplet, along the solid–liquid inter-
face, and along the solid–gas interface, respectively. The balance
of these three surface tension forces in the dimension parallel
to the surface of the substrate yields the Young’s equation. This
elegant interpretation is consistent with the thermodynamic con-
sideration of energy minimization. By calculating the total energy
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F with contribution from liquid–gas, solid–liquid, solid–gas, we
obtain F(𝜃) as a function of 𝜃 (or the base radius r). The Young’s
law is achieved by addressing F′(𝜃) = 0.[118] Here, an assumption
is made that the liquid–gas interface is a spherical cap. This as-
sumption is reasonable since the spherical geometry has the least
specific surface area.

When the substrate is mechanically heterogeneous, the vector
interpretation yields no answer, since to the effects of roughness,
the directions of the “surface tension vectors” are not well de-
fined within infinitesimally small distance from the triple inter-
face. Moreover, the vector interpretation has to be applied both
at the heterogeneity of the triple junction and at other hetero-
geneities beneath the droplet away from the triple junction. For a
solid substrate with N-heterogeneity which can be either chemi-
cal or mechanical, the energy density to create the base area of the
droplet is E =

∑N
i=1 Eifi, where fi represents the area fraction of the

ith heterogeneity covering by the droplet satisfying
∑N

i=1 fi ≈ 1.
Through the way analog to the Young’s law, we arrive the classic
Cassie–Wenzel equation

cos 𝜃∗ =
N∑

i=1

fi cos 𝜃Yi
(1)

where 𝜃Yi
is the intrinsic Young’s contact angle on the i-

heterogeneity. When N = 1 and f1 = 1 indicating a smooth sub-
strate, we have the classic Young’s law; when N = 2 and f2 = 0,
we obtain Wenzel’s equation with f1 being the real contact area of
the solid–liquid interface which may be called as the roughness
factor; when N = 2 and 𝜃Y2

= 180◦, the Cassie’s equation cos𝜃* =
f1(cos𝜃Y + 1) − 1 is replicated for porous structure with porosity f2
≈ 1 − f1. The setup of 𝜃Y2

= 180◦ indicates a contact of the droplet
with air. From Cassie’s equation, the wettability of the system de-
pends on two parameters: the intrinsic Young’s contact angle 𝜃Y
and the solid–liquid contact area fraction f1. Based on this under-
standing, a hydrophilic material with 𝜃Y < 90° can be hydropho-
bic if we reduce the contact area f1. For instance, when f1 is rela-
tively small, we have cos𝜃* ≈ −1 and obtain a superhydrophobic
structure 𝜃* ≈ 180°. This is mostly the underlying mechanism for
the superhydrophobic property of lotus/rose leaves[119] and many
other plants in nature.[6,120] In fact, the lotus leaf has many mi-
croscale bumps and numerous nanometer hair-like apophysis on
each microbump,[121] enabling to decrease the solid–liquid con-
tact area. This kind of two length-scale structure has also been ob-
served on the wings of butterfly[122] and many other insects,[123]

which exhibit superhydrophobicity. Benefiting from the Cassie’s
theory, superhydrophobic materials can be designed from a hy-
drophilic substrate. Some recent progresses of this design based
on Cassie’s theory will be overviewed in the following.

The Young’s law and the Cassie–Wenzel theory have also been
derived by other methods. A variational framework has been pro-
posed in ref. [124]. In this work, by assuming that the droplet is
axisymmetric and that each cross-section of the droplet is a part
of a circle with a base radius r (Figure 2b), the total free energy of
the droplet is calculated as

(r) = ∫
r

0

[
2𝜋𝜎x

√
1 + (h′)2 + 2𝜋xE

]
dx (2)

where h(x) is the height of the cross-sectional droplet–gas inter-
face referring to the solid surface at each position x ranging from
the base center x = 0 to x = r. The first part in Equation (2) is
the energy contribution from the droplet cap. The second part in
Equation (2) results from the contact between the liquid and the
solid. For the formulation of the energy density E, there are three
different cases: i) Young’s case, E = 𝛾2 − 𝛾1; ii) Wenzel’s case, E
= (𝛾2 − 𝛾1)rw, where rw is the roughness factor and corrects the
solid–liquid interface energy density from (𝛾2 − 𝛾1) to rw(𝛾2 −
𝛾1) due to the roughness; and iii) Cassie’s case, E =

∑N
i=1 fiEi. By

minimizing the free energy  via ′(r) = 0 subjected to the vol-
ume constraint V = const, we obtain the Young’s and the Cassie–
Wenzel equations. Another derivation for the Young’s law and
the Cassie–Wenzel theory is shown in ref. [125], which is based
on the maximum entropy principle that is equivalent to the free
energy minimization for an isothermal consideration. Differing
from the volume constraint in ref. [124], a geometrical constraint
based on the Gauss–Bonnet theorem is adopted for the free en-
ergy minimization in ref. [125]. In this theorem, the Euler char-
acteristic 𝜒 is related to the Gauss curvature ∫A𝜅GdA along the
cap surface of the droplet A and the deficit curvature 𝜅d. By us-
ing this constraint, the minimization of the free energy results in
the Young’s law and the Cassie–Wenzel theory.

The popularity of the Cassie–Wenzel theory lies its feasibil-
ity for an intuitive understanding and indeed, this quintessen-
tial theory shows its functionality quite well in some cases. How-
ever, there are some shortcomings of this classic theory. Two rea-
sons are listed here: i) In the derivation for the Cassie–Wenzel
equations, the contact area of a curved liquid–gas interface in-
side the pore for a non-smooth substrate is overlooked. In the
Wenzel model, there is no contact between liquid and gas inside
the pore; the liquid completely contacts the solid substrate inside
the pore and the real solid–liquid contact area is corrected by the
roughness factor rw. In the Cassie model, the liquid does not pen-
etrate into the pore at all and the liquid–gas interface between
two adjacent pillars is assumed to be flat. The liquid–solid and
liquid–gas contact areas on the surface are calculated according
to the porosity of the substrate. However, in real cases, the liquid
can partially penetrate into the pore, forming a curved liquid–
gas interface between two neighboring pillars, as sketched in Fig-
ure 2h. In this case, the real contact areas between the solid and
the liquid and between the liquid and the trapped beneath air in
the pore are extremely challenging to be measured. The real con-
tact area is affected by the shape as well as the arrangement of
the mechanical heterogeneity. Noteworthily, the summation of
the contact area fraction of different heterogeneities is not nec-
essarily to be unity. The summation is close to unity only when
the droplet is large enough so that the base area of each hetero-
geneity covering by the droplet is in accordance with the global
area fraction fi according to the statistical probability. That is, the
chance of the triple line meeting the ith heterogeneity is fi when
the droplet diameter is much larger than the characteristic length
of the heterogeneity. ii) It has been assumed that the liquid–gas
cap has a spherical shape, which is axisymmetric. This postu-
lation is not necessary to be an axiom. In Young’s law where a
smooth substrate is considered, the assumption of a spherical
liquid–gas cap is reasonable because the spherical geometry has
the least specific surface area. But surface heterogeneities can de-
stroy the symmetry of the liquid–gas cap, leading to an irregular
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and non-spherical liquid–gas cap. The energy minimization
should take the real shape of the liquid–gas cap as well as the
energy density of the curved base area E =

∑N
i=1 fiEi into account.

A consideration of the two facts (i) and (ii) can lead to numerous
other energy barriers beyond the scope of the Cassie–Wenzel the-
ory, engendering many other metastable states. An intermediate
state between the Cassie and the Wenzel states is sketched in Fig-
ure 2h. The new energy barriers out of the context of the Cassie–
Wenzel prediction open a Pandora’s box, providing immense op-
portunities for designing substrates with different extraordinary
functions but indeed being challenging to be controlled. We be-
lieve this is one of the most important reasons for so much ef-
fort having been devoted by scientists to the wetting topics and
to the design of functional substrates in recent decades; these
enormous efforts are still being made. Moreover, the new energy
barriers depend on the droplet volume, the shape of the hetero-
geneity, the arrangement of the heterogeneity, the dimension of
the heterogeneity. For instance, the lotus leaf has a microscale
bumps and nanometer-scale hair-like structures; the dual length-
scale topography affects the contact line kinetics by lowering the
energy barrier between metastable states.[126] These metastable
states are challenging to be depicted by the Cassie–Wenzel the-
ory. In view of the masterpiece work of Cassie–Wenzel as well as
the possibility of many other metastable states differing from the
Cassie/Wenzel states, we will overview some recent progresses
on the wetting effect on patterned substrate and some novel de-
velopments for the design of functional substrates.

2.3. Review Articles in Recent Years from 2020–2022

Many review papers have been devoted to the wetting effect
on patterned substrate. We classify these review papers as the-
ory in the way of “thinking and predicting” and applications in
the way of “doing and realizing.” For theories, recent discus-
sions have been focused on the pinning retention force along
the three-phase contact line. Two comprehensive reviews for this
topic are refs. [127, 128]. In ref. [128], different theories for the
droplet pinning on patterned substrate are presented. These the-
ories include the work of Thomas Young,[51] Cassie–Wenzel,[52,53]

Huh and Mason,[129] Marmur,[130] de-Gennes–Brochard–Wyart–
Quéré–Joanny,[1] Furmigde–Kawasaki,[131,132] Extrand–Gent [133]

and Tadmor.[134–136] The first two theories have already been
overviewed in Section 2.2. In Huh and Mason’s discussion, it is
assumed that the surface has periodic peaks and pits for a chem-
ically homogeneous substrate. With this assumption, the appar-
ent contact angle varies periodically in space. This is used to ex-
plain the variation of the apparent contact angle with the posi-
tion of the contact line with respect to the peaks and pits. In Mar-
mur’s approach, it is assumed that the local Young’s contact an-
gle varies periodically in space, which might be due to chemical
heterogeneity. Thus, the receding and advancing contact angles
are different values from the local Young’s contact angle in space
when the contact line reaches different positions. In the consider-
ation of de-Gennes–Brochard–Wyart–Quéré–Joanny, the surface
is proposed to have chemical blemishes, which modify the lo-
cal energy density between solid–liquid and solid–gas, leading
to a new apparent contact angle differing from the non-defect
surface. By this way, the apparent contact angle depends on the

size of the chemical defects and can be greater or less than the
Young’s contact angle on the non-defect surface. The work of de-
Gennes–Brochard–Wyart–Quéré–Joanny leads to a difference in
the receding and advancing contact angles relating to a charac-
teristic length “provided by some macroscopic sample size.” By
considering a droplet on a tilt surface, the difference between the
receding and advancing contact angles has been depicted by the
Furmigde–Kawasaki equation and Extrand–Gent. The difference
of the results between Furmigde–Kawasaki and Extrand–Gent is
the prefactor k for k(cos𝜃R − cos𝜃A). Alternative way of bottom-
up thinking is the work of Tadmor from the microscopic scale to
the macroscopic level. In the theory of Tadmor, it is postulated
that the solid–liquid interaction is modified after depositing the
liquid on the solid substrate. In the microscopic scale, the solid
molecules reorient at the triple line, which changes the interfa-
cial energies and thus the apparent contact angle. The variation
of the interfacial energies leads to the pinning effect. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of each model have been systematically
discussed in ref. [128].

Another recent discussion for the droplet retention force is re-
viewed in ref. [127]. The estimation for the droplet retention force
is based on the work of Reyssat and Quéré.[137] By considering a
pillar-structured surface, the retention force per unit length of
the droplet boundary is expressed as

fre =
1

8𝜋
𝜎𝛿2

m ln 2𝜋
𝛿m

(3)

where 𝛿m is the top perimeter normalized by the pitch and  is
an empirical value accounting for the curved liquid–gas interface
that is overlooked in the Cassie–Wenzel theory. For the calcula-
tion of 𝛿m = l/𝜆, the length of the effective contact line l on a
unit pattern and the periodicity of the pattern 𝜆 should be given.
A constant value  and 𝛿m, leads to a constant force per unit
length, which seems to be consistent with work of ref. [138]. The
challenging point here is that the effective length of the contact
line is unknown. The value of  and 𝛿m may be related to the
effective wetting ratio f, as introduced in ref. [63] and will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.

Recent experiments from 2019 to 2021 for sessile droplet wet-
ting on structured surface have been overviewed in ref. [139]. A
main conclusion here is that most experiments show a 2D view
of the wetting morphology and that the apparent contact angle
should be measured in 3D with sectional views in different direc-
tions. In 3D, the three-phase contact line could be a non-circular
shape. Specially, when the droplet size is comparable with the
substrate pattern size, non-circular shape of the contact line oc-
curs and the effect of the ratio of the droplet size to the substrate
pattern size shall be further studied. A review for this direction
will be provided in Section 5. In addition, the evaporation and
condensation effects on the wetting on patterned substrates are
discussed in ref. [139] for the formation of irregular droplet shape
and non-circular three-phase contact line. For the effect of evap-
oration and condensation to the wetting phenomenon on pat-
terned substrate, we refer to refs. [140–144].

Review works for the application of the wetting effect on pat-
terned surface have been provided in refs. [45, 145, 146]. In
ref. [146], the focus is on the droplet manipulation, such as
droplet isolation, droplet dynamics, and droplet patterning, via
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Figure 4. Experimental corroboration of the Cassie–Wenzel theory[153] and design of robust superhydrophobic substrates.[113] Panel I: Wetting effect on
porous alumina with different pore size. a,b) Top view of porous alumina with pore diameters of 85 nm and 420 nm, respectively. c) Side view of porous
alumina with a depth of 9.2 μm and a pore diameter of 400 nm. d) The apparent contact angle 𝜃* for a 3 μL water droplet deposited on the porous
alumina as a function of the pore diameter p and pillar depth q of the microstructure. In the former and the latter cases, the pillar depth and the pore
diameter are fixed at 4.5 μm and 400 nm, respectively. I) Reproduced with permission.[153] Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society. Panel II: Design
of a robust superhydrophobic surfaces based on the Cassie–Wenzel theory. a) Sketch for enhancing the mechanical stability of the fragile nanostructures
with adding a protective microstructure “armor.” b) The abrading object can easily insert in between the discrete microstructures, damaging both the
nanostructure and the microstructure. c) Abrasion objects that are larger than the armor frame are blocked by the microstructure. d) The apparent
contact angle 𝜃* versus the liquid–solid contact area fraction f according to Cassie’s equation for two different 𝜃Y. e) The change of the contact area on
the top of the microstructure when the height is fractured to half of its original value by abrasion. f) Effect of the sidewall angle 𝛼 on the mechanical
stability and the liquid–solid contact area fraction Δfmicro. II) Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

designing particular artificial surface heterogeneities. It has been
pointed out in ref. [146] that the robustness of the heterogeneous
wettability is a great challenge. In Section 3, we will present a re-
cent work which fabricates highly robust superhydrophobic met-
als, glass, and ceramics. In ref. [145], the application for the wet-
tability materials is presented for biomedical engineering, such
as tissue engineering, biosensing, and serving as medical de-
vices. The manipulation of the wettability is achieved by changing
the surface topology and chemical composition, which has also
been overviewed in ref. [45]. Both the designs in ref. [145] and in
ref. [45] are based on Young’s law and Cassie–Wenzel theory.

With these summaries, we see that there is a paucity of review
work for the wetting effect when the droplet size is compared
to the pattern size. The present review has three folds: i) The
design of artificial surface based on the Cassie–Wenzel theory.
In particular, design for the robustness of wettability substrate
is discussed. ii) The extension of the Cassie–Wenzel theory to a
partial wetting model, where the curved liquid–gas interface in
the pore on mechanically patterned substrate is considered. iii)
When the droplet size is not far greater than the surface het-
erogeneity, the Cassie–Wenzel loses its validity and anisotropic
wetting shapes appear, which is a special feature of this review
including theory, numerical simulation, and experiments. Last
but not the least, we will present a thermodynamic interpretation
of the wetting effect on patterned substrate, which is consistent

with previous theories. Noteworthily, the present work focuses on
quasi-equilibrium wetting states, which is mostly the considera-
tion in aforementioned reviews. At the end, we will also point out
that the kinetic energy due to the Kortweg stress should be con-
sidered for the energy minimization when the droplet is moving.
This is essentially important for drop impact, which is out of the
scope of this work. We refer to refs. [147–152] for droplet impact
and bouncing.

3. Design of Functional Substrates according to
the Cassie–Wenzel Theory

As mentioned in Section 2, the apparent contact angle 𝜃* of a
droplet on a mechanically patterned substrate depends on the in-
trinsic Young’s contact angle 𝜃Y and the liquid–solid contact area
fraction f. By manipulating these two factors, the wettability of
the system is controllable. In this section, we overview some re-
cent efforts in designing functional surfaces via changing f and
𝜃Y based on the Cassie–Wenzel theory.

Figure 4I shows an experimental corroboration for the tran-
sition from the Wenzel state to the Cassie state on a substrate
of porous alumina with different pore sizes. In this experiment,
a water droplet of 3μL is placed on top of the porous alumina,
whose Young’s contact angle on a smooth alumina is 85°. When
the pore diameter is about 85 nm (Figure 4I(a)) corresponding
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to a relatively large contact area between the droplet and the sub-
strate, the apparent contact angle is ≈70°, less than the Young’s
contact angle. The wetting morphology is shown in Figure 4I(e).
An increase in the pore diameter to 420 nm (Figure 4I(b)) indicat-
ing a decrease in the contact area results in an apparent contact
angle of 140°, as depicted in Figure 4I(f). The transition from
hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity is in accordance with Cassie’s
equation. The variation of the apparent contact angle as a func-
tion of the pore diameter is summarized in Figure 4I(d). The ex-
perimentally measured apparent contact angle has been qualita-
tively compared with the Cassie–Wenzel equation. By using the
area fraction of 0.21 for the pore diameter of 420 nm, the Cassie
angle is 140°, which shows good agreement with the experimen-
tal value of 132°. For the pore diameter of 85 nm, the roughness
factor is 6.8. With the Young’s contact angle of 85°, the Wen-
zel angle is 54°, which deviates from the experimental value of
70°. This deviation is attributed to the air pockets trapped un-
derneath the water. The Wenzel state cannot be fully replicated
because of the trapped air in the gap, which is not completely
excluded but compressed, proving additional force for establish-
ing metastable states between the Cassie and Wenzel states. The
experiments have been further analyzed by varying the depth of
the pillar; a side view of the pillar for the porous alumina mi-
crostructure is illustrated in Figure 4I(c). For a small depth, the
air in the gap is expelled easily. In this case, one observes an ap-
parent contact angle preferring the Wenzel state or near Wenzel
state. For a large depth, the air in the gap has an upward force
contribution against the penetration of the droplet into the pore,
leading to a large apparent contact angle. The experimental ob-
servation for the variation of the apparent contact angle with the
depth is summarized in Figure 4I(d). The non-monotonic evolu-
tion of the contact with the pillar depth shows the complexity of
the Cassie–Wenzel transition. To obtain a more quantitative anal-
ysis, one should investigate the penetration of the droplet within
the context of two length scales. One is the pore scale consid-
ering the pressure due to the curvature of the liquid–gas inter-
face as well as the state equation of the gas. If the volume of
the droplet is sufficiently large, the gravitation force is compa-
rable with the Young–Laplace pressure force and should be con-
sidered for the force balance inside the pore. The other one is
the macroscopic scale, where the droplet–air interface has a non-
zero curvature, which results in the Young–Laplace pressure of
the droplet at static. A stable wetting state is established if the
pressures at the pore scale and at the macroscopic level are iden-
tical. This kind of analysis is known to be the pressure model in
literature.[154,155]

External force may be introduced to induce the Cassie–Wenzel
transition, as discussed in refs. [138, 156]. Two different methods
are used in literature for this purpose. In the first way, the droplet
volume is varied, which changes the body force of the gravity and
therefore modifies the gravitational pressure on the surface. By
this way, the apparent contact angle decreases with the droplet
volume. In the second approach, the droplet is pressed by apply-
ing a solid substrate on the top of the droplet. With an increase in
the force exerted on the substrate above the droplet, the apparent
contact angle decreases. Both approaches indicate the penetra-
tion of the liquid into the pore and the evolution of the droplet
toward the Wenzel state to achieve a complete contact between
the solid and the liquid. Motivated by the second approach, a vi-

brating droplet method has been adopted in ref. [138] to examine
whether the transition from Cassie to Wenzel states is a 1D or
2D affair. In this method, a vertical vibration force is applied and
the pressure resulting from the inertial force due to vibration is
summed with the pressure resulting from the mean curvature
and the gravity. The result shows that the total pressure multi-
plying by the radius of the droplet is almost a constant. Based
on this result, it is suggested that the threshold for the Cassie–
Wenzel transition is a force acting on the unit length of a triple
line (N m−1) rather than the pressure (N m−2). The present au-
thors suggest more discussions for the state of the air trapped in
the pocket during the Cassie–Wenzel transition. The air pressure
in the air pocket increases when the volume is reduced if the air is
compressed according to the van der Waals equation for ideal gas
and works against with the external force applied on the droplet.
The air can also dissolve into the liquid, forming gas bubbles.
The curvature pressure at the interface of the liquid–air cap and
in the air pocket no longer follows the Young–Laplace description
when the interface deviates from a spherical cap if the gravity ef-
fect comes into play.[157] In additional, the capillary force along
the triple line of liquid–solid–air in the air pocket should be con-
sidered. In contrast to the consideration of the force balance, the
energy minimization approach (see refs. [63, 118]) seems to be
more appropriate to address the metastable states between the
Cassie and Wenzel states and the transition between these two
states, although force balance and energy minimization repre-
sent the same physics. In particular, the Cassie state, the Wen-
zel state, and the Young’s equation have been derived by the en-
ergy minimization approach.[118] This method has not yet been
applied when the liquid–air interface is curved in the air pocket.
By assuming an effective wetting ratio f (Figure 2h) for a curved
liquid–gas interface in the air pocket, intermediate states have
been estimated based on the energy minimization, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.

In real applications, the pillars of the mechanical patterns
could be abraded when in contact with other solid materials. In
this case, the solid–liquid contact area increases, reducing the
wettability according to Cassie’s equation. Other factors which
may affect the contact area is oxidation,[158] corrosion,[159] etc.
From the aspect of enhancing hydrophobicity, the contact area
should be reduced; however, a low contact area normally leads
to a fragile surface, which can easily be abraded. By considering
a compromise of wettability and mechanical stability, a robust
superhydrophobic surface has been designed by Wang et al.[113]

Figure 4II illustrates a specially structured surface designed in
ref. [113], which realizes great improvements in the robustness
of the superhydrophobicity. This surface has two-length scale,
namely, a fragile nanostructure providing water repellency and
a microstructure providing long-time durability. Figure 4II(b,c)
compares the abrasion mechanisms for the damages of the dis-
crete (normal design) and interconnected microstructures (the
current novel design), respectively. In Figure 4II(b), the abrad-
ing objects are accessible between the microstructures and thus
can easily destroy both the microstructures and nanostructures,
whereas in Figure 4II(c), abrasives larger than the size of the
interconnected microstructure frames are blocked. By this de-
sign, the nanostructures can be protected from being removed
by relatively large abrasives due to the sieve effect of the mi-
crostructure frames. Figure 4II(d) shows the apparent contact
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angle 𝜃* as a function of liquid–solid contact area fraction f for
given intrinsic Young’s contact angles 𝜃Y = 0° and 𝜃Y = 120°,
as presented by the red and blue curves, respectively. The differ-
ence between the two curves decreases with decreasing f, reveal-
ing a less important effect of surface chemistry on the system
wettability for a small liquid–solid contact area fraction. The hy-
drophobicity can be guaranteed by keeping small f even if the
original hydrophobic surface is abraded. In addition, with a ded-
icated design of the geometry (e.g., adjusting the sidewall angle
𝛼), the interconnected frames can strengthen the mechanical ro-
bustness of the surfaces, as demonstrated by the finite-element
simulation. By varying 𝛼 while keeping the top contact area of the
microstructures constant, the stress distributions for these mi-
crostructures under a fixed load are simulated. As shown in Fig-
ure 4II(f), the third principal stress (|𝜎3|) reduces as 𝛼 increases
(black curve), proving the improvement for the stability of the mi-
crostructures for large 𝛼. However, the increase of 𝛼 leads to an
enlargement in the liquid–solid contact area, which is character-
ized byΔf micro = f micro

half − f micro
orig . Here, f micro

orig and f micro
half denotes the

liquid–solid contact fraction for the original microstructures and
when half of the height is abraded, respectively (Figure 4II(e) ).
The mechanical stability requires large 𝛼, while superhydropho-
bicity needs small 𝛼. The final design criterion for this functional
surface is a compromise between the superhydrophobicity and
the mechanical stability, as highlighted in Figure 4II(f) where 𝛼

around 120° is preferred. Note that the real liquid–solid contact
fraction depends not only on the microstructures but also on the
nanostructures according to the Cassie equation:

cos 𝜃∗ = f micro(cos 𝜃micro
Y + 1) + f nano(cos 𝜃nano

Y + 1) − 1 (4)

where f micro and 𝜃micro
Y (f nano and 𝜃nano

Y ) are the liquid–solid
contact fraction of the microstructure (nanostructure) and the
Young’s contact angle on the microstructure (nanostructure), re-
spectively. If the microstructure frames and the interior nanos-
tructure both are intrinsically hydrophobic, the superhydropho-
bicity of the surface can still be guarantied after abrasion damage.
Actually, apart from the geometry property, the mechanical stabil-
ity of microstructures depends also on the material properties,
such as the strength, ductility, hardness, fatigue resistance, and
so on. Therefore, the choice of materials for fabricating the mi-
crostructure armor by considering the wettability together with
the general mechanical properties is of great significance.

The wettability can be manipulated by a co-action of manipu-
lating the solid–liquid contact area and the Young’s contact angle.
A typical example for this design is coating. A bottom-up method
for creating super-repellent coatings with cyanoacrylate and fluo-
rosilanes is shown in ref. [160]. Due to the locally multi-re-entrant
hierarchical structures and the low-surface-energy mixture of the
coatings, the coated surface shows superhydrophobicity with re-
gard to diverse liquids (>100) including the ultralow surface ten-
sion liquids (<20 mN m−1, such as n-hexane and n-pentane).
The coatings also exhibit transparent, long-lasting, mechanical
robust, and anti-freezing qualities. Figure 5 shows the robustness
of the coating and the potential for developing switchable and re-
sponsive surfaces by utilizing the fabric’s stretchability. The fab-
rics are sprayed by the coating in the relaxed state, known as par-
tial coating, which is in contrast to the full coating at the stretched
state. For the partial coating, both superomniphilic (SOL) and

superomniphobicity (SOP) regions are present simultaneously
when stretching. Figure 5a–c depicts the SEM images of the par-
tially coated fabrics that are stretched along different directions,
as indicated by the arrows. Figure 5d illustrates that from the re-
leased state to twofold biaxial stretching state, the original par-
tially coated superomniphobic fabric shows superomniphilicity
property in the highlighted local region. The accessibility of local
superomniphilic regions depends on the size of the area as well
as the intrinsic wettability of the materials, as described by the
Cassie–Wenzel equation. A robustness factor A* has been intro-
duced to characterize the accessibility of local regions of super-
omniphilicity. High values of A* indicate a robust coating with
SOP property, whereas low values of A* means that SOL state
is easily accessible. Figure 5e illustrates the wetting transitions
of pentane and water for partially spray-coated fabrics under dif-
ferent biaxial elongation. The fabric shows good water resistance
until 90% elongation while the wetting transition happens at 20%
elongation for pentane. This result reveals that the substrate is
hard to completely repel low surface tension liquids. The intro-
duction of some nanoscale roughness, like the hair-like structure
of lotus leaf, on the fabric can be an option, which may lead to a
higher cost for manufacturing. Nevertheless, the wetting transi-
tion of the fabrics is reversible due to the stretchability, as shown
in Figure 5f. After 1000 cycles of stretch–release tests, the relaxed
fabrics still remain super-repellent, showing excellent mechani-
cal durability of the coating. Compared with partially coated fab-
rics, the fully coated fabrics display better pentane drop repel-
lence. For the impacting pentane drop with large Weber number
(We = 120), pentane droplets bounce off the substrate and break
into satellite droplets, but still without wetting the material, as
demonstrated in Figure 5g. This special coating strategy com-
bines the multi-re-entrant nature of the texture and the low sur-
face energy of the material, which follows the design criterion for
the Cassie–Wenzel theory, namely, decreasing liquid–solid con-
tact area fraction f and increasing the intrinsic Young’s contact
angle of the materials via changing the surface chemistry.

4. Intermediate Wetting States

The Cassie model portrays the non-wetted condition on rough
surfaces, while the Wenzel model depicts the fully wet state.
These two models correspond to two extreme situations. Between
these two states, there are numerous intermediate wetting states
on real surfaces. A recent theoretical model in combination with
experiments has been narrated in ref. [63] to address the inter-
mediate wetting states. In this work, a mechanically patterned Si
substrate is fabricated in experiments, as shown in Figure 6a,b.
The micropillar has the geometrical parameters of height h, spac-
ing between pores b, size of the square orifices of the pores a,
and sidewall angle 𝛼. Defining s = a + b, the solid fraction Φ and
roughness rw are expressed as Φ= (s2 − a2)/s2 and rw = (s2 − a2 +
a2/cos𝛼)/s2, respectively. Substituting Φ and rw into the Wenzel
and Cassie (or Cassie–Baxter) equations, we obtain

Wenzel model: cos 𝜃∗ = rw cos 𝜃Y =
s2 − a2 + a2∕ cos 𝛼

s2
cos 𝜃Y

(5)
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Figure 5. Design of coating based on the Cassie–Wenzel theory. a–c) SEM images showing partially coated polyester fabrics that are uniaxially stretched
along, perpendicular to the yarn, or biaxially stretched, respectively. The polyester fabrics are coated with cyanoacrylate and fluorosilanes at the released
state, which is called partially coated state. At the stretched state after coating, the fabrics have un-coated areas between the fabrics which are hydrophilic
and coated area which are hydrophobic. Scale bars: 500 μm. d) Partially coated fabric that displays superomniphobicity at the released state and su-
peromniphilicity subject to twofold biaxial stretching. Scale bar: 200μm. e) Dependence of apparent contact angle and robustness factor A* on biaxial
elongation of the fabric. f) Restorability of n-pentane apparent contact angles during release–stretch testing cycles. g) Extruded jumping satellite droplet
after an impinging n-pentane droplet bounces off the fully PTFS/BCA-coated fabric. Scale bar: 1 cm. a–g) Reproduced with permission.[160] Copyright
2018, Springer Nature.

Figure 6. Intermediate wetting states. a) Top view and b) inclined view of a mechanically patterned Si surface. c) Sketch for the geometry of the surface
heterogeneity with parameters of pore distance a, pore size b, height h, and sidewall angle 𝛼. d) Wetting morphologies on the mechanically patterned
Si surface with different solid area fraction Φ and roughness rw. e) Comparison of experimental results and theoretical models for the wetting angle
on the patterned Si surface. Red circle: experimental results; blue line: Cassie–Baxter model; green line: Wenzel model; red line: partial wetting model.
f) Effective wetting ratio f of solid–liquid contact area inside the pore as a function of the solid fraction Φ from experiments and an empirical equation
f = 1 − ΦD−2, where D is the fractal dimension. a–f) Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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Cassie−Baxter model: cos 𝜃∗ = Φ cos 𝜃Y + (1 − Φ) cos 180◦

= s2 − a2

s2
cos 𝜃Y − (1 − Φ) (6)

As depicted in Figure 6d for Φ = 1, the Young’s contact angle on
a flat Si substrate is about 78.6 ± 1°. By varying the geometrical
parameters to decrease the solid fraction Φ and the roughness rw,
the apparent contact angle gradually increases (Figure 6d). The
experimentally measured apparent contact angle 𝜃* as a function
of the solid fraction Φ is compared with the Wenzel and Cassie
equations, as shown in Figure 6e. When the solid fraction is unity,
the experimental results, Wenzel angle, and Cassie angle all are
the same. With a decrease in Φ, the experimental results deviate
from both Wenzel and Cassie theories, but are more close to a
modified Cassie–Wenzel equation

Partial wetting model: cos 𝜃∗ = [Φ + (rw − Φ)f ] cos 𝜃Y

+(1 − Φ)(1 − f ) cos 180◦ (7)

This equation describes the intermediate wetting state where the
liquid partially penetrates into the pore (Figure 2h). The mathe-
matical derivation for this equation is shown in ref. [112]. In this
derivation, an effective wetting ratio f has been introduced to cal-
culate the solid–liquid and the liquid–gas contact areas. The effec-
tive wetting ratio f is defined as the solid–liquid contact area to the
apparent contact area inside the pore, ranging between 0 (Cassie)
and 1 (Wenzel). A value of f between 0 and 1 indicates a partial
wetting state. By using the parameter f, the real contact area ra-
tios of solid–liquid Φsl, and liquid–gas Φlv to the flat substrate are
expressed as Φsl = Φ + (rw − Φ)f and Φlv = (1 − Φ)(1 − f), respec-
tively. With these two parameters, we obtain the partial wetting
model via replacing Φ by Φsl and 1 − Φ by Φlv in the Cassie–
Baxter equation. The partial wetting model shows better agree-
ment with experimental data than the Wenzel and Cassie–Baxter
models, providing a strong evidence for the existence of the in-
termediate wetting states. The effective wetting ratio f can be es-
timated according to Equation (7) with the experimental value
for the apparent contact angle 𝜃*, the Young’s contact angle 𝜃Y,
the geometrical parameters Φ, and the roughness factor rw as f
= [cos𝜃* − Φcos𝜃Y + (1 − Φ)]/[(rw − Φ)cos𝜃Y + (1 − Φ)]. The es-
timated value of f as a function of the solid fraction Φ has been
shown to be consistent with an empirical relation f = 1 − ΦD−2

(Figure 6f). Here, D denotes the fractal dimension.
The proposed theoretical model provides a clue to quantita-

tively explore the diverse wetting states on real roughness sur-
faces. However, it relies on the precise measurements of the
solid fraction and the effective wetting area at hydrophobic solid–
liquid interface, which is very challenging when the structure
has a complex geometry with multiscale and hierarchical struc-
tures. Besides, the model has shown its consistency for wetting
on structured surfaces with pores mainly in micrometer scale but
the validity for pores with other length scales still needs further
verification and investigation. By considering the nano/micro hi-
erarchically structured surface and assuming the similar wetting
behavior at nano/micro length scales, a partial wetting model has
been derived in ref. [112].

From Young, Cassie–Baxter, and Wenzel equations, the appar-
ent contact angle depends only on the intensive variables. In the

Cassie–Baxter model, the apparent contact angle depends on the
porosity Φ. When the droplet is much larger than roughness, the
value of Φ is intensive. However, when the droplet size is com-
pared with the surface heterogeneity, Φ varies with the droplet
volume. Moreover, by taking the curved liquid–air interface in the
air pocket into account, the parameter of effective wetting ratio f
affects the apparent contact angle 𝜃*, as demonstrated by energy
minimization method in the partial wetting model. It comes to a
question if the effective wetting ratio f is affected by the droplet
volume or not. In ref. [63], the droplet volume is fixed and the
effect of the droplet volume on the effective wetting ratio f needs
more investigations to conclude if 𝜃* only depends on intensive
variables in the partial wetting model.

5. Anisotropic Wetting Morphologies

In the Cassie–Wenzel theory, the droplet is in the shape of a
spherical cap. The triple line where the droplet, the surround-
ing phase, and the substrate meet can be interpreted by a kind of
statistical average along the circumference in accordance with the
probability of the area fraction fi. This is justified when the droplet
diameter is much larger than the characteristic length of the het-
erogeneity. In this case, the occurrence of the i-heterogeneity at
the triple line region is somehow consistent with the individual
area fraction fi. Noteworthily, it should not be misinterpreted that
the wetting effect on patterned substrates is solely determined
by the physics alone in region of the triple line. Rather, the wet-
ting effect is a result of the global energy minimization. When
the droplet size is comparable with the characteristic length of
the heterogeneity, the global energy minimization often leads
to anisotropic wetting morphologies. Due to the occurrence of
metastable/intermediate states as well as intricate energy barri-
ers between the metastable states, it is challenging to reproduce
previous results, leading to the difficulty for materials design.
However, one can deliberately design particular substrates with
characteristic length comparing with the size of the droplet. In
this way, the anisotropic wetting morphologies are controllable.
In this section, we will overview the formation of anisotropic wet-
ting morphologies affected by droplet volume, deposition posi-
tion of the droplet, the shape, the orientation, and the arrange-
ment of the surface heterogeneity. We will start with the stripped
patterned substrate, which is a kind of 1D heterogeneity, where
the energy minimal states are predictable. Thereafter, we will
overview some progresses for addressing the anisotropic wetting
behavior on substrates with 2D heterogeneity. At last of this sec-
tion, we will highlight the wetting behavior on a substrate with
3D heterogeneity, which is the so-called capillary ratchet.

5.1. Effect of Droplet Volume, Spreading, and Contact Angle
Hysteresis

Figure 7I shows the spreading of a 3 μL water droplet over a chem-
ically patterned substrate from experiments (top panel), lattice-
Boltzmann simulation (middle panel), and phase-field simula-
tion (bottom panel). The surface is made of self-assembled SiO2
and PFDTS stripes, which are hydrophilic and hydrophobic with
Young’s contact angle of 40° and 110°, respectively. The widths
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Figure 7. Effect of droplet volume and spreading on the formation of anisotropic wetting morphologies and contact angle hysteresis on chemically
patterned substrate. I) Spreading of a 3 μL water droplet on a chemically stripped patterned substrate consisting of a silicon dioxide (SiO2) stripe and
a perfluordecyltrichlorosilane (PFDT) stripe. The widths of the SiO2 and PFDT stripes are 20 and 10μm, respectively. The apparent contact angles of
water on the SiO2 and PFDT stripes are 40° and 110°, respectively. Experiments: (a–d). Lattice Boltzmann simulation: (e–h). I-a–h) Reproduced with
permission.[161] Copyright 2013, American Physical Society. Phase-field simulations (i–l). I-i–l) Reproduced with permission.[79] Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society. II) Evaporation of a 1 μL water droplet on the same substrate shown in (I). Experiments: (a–d). Lattice Boltzmann simulation: (e–h).
II-a–h) Reproduced with permission.[161] Copyright 2013, American Physical Society. II-i–l) Phase-field simulations. Reproduced with permission.[79]

Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. III) The equilibrium wetting morphologies on a stripped patterned substrate with a uniform width of d
for different droplet volumes V: d/V1/3 = 2.5 (a1,a2); d/V1/3 = 1.1 (b1,b2); d/V1/3 = 0.35 (c1,c2). The local Young’s contact angles on the red and
blue stripes are 106° and 41°, respectively. The droplet center is placed on the blue stripe in (a1–c1) and on the red stripe in (a2–c2). III) Reproduced
with permission.[79] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. IV) The evaporation process of a 20μL water droplet on a lattice patterned substrate
from simulations and experiments. Apparent contact angles for the water droplet on hydrophilic (blue) and hydrophobic (red) areas are 0° and 160
± 10°, respectively. The substrate is made of glass. The chemical pattern is achieved by a two step UV-light-driven thiol–ene modification through the
photomask. The center-to-center distance of two neighboring hydrophilic spots is 0.5 mm. IV) Reproduced with permission.[82] Copyright 2022, Elsevier.
V) Quasi-equilibrium condensation (a1–d1) and evaporation (a2–d2) of a water droplet on the chemically patterned substrate depicted in (III). The ratio
of the stripe width to the droplet size is d/V1/3 = 0.5 (a1,a2); d/V1/3 = 0.4 (b1,b2); d/V1/3 = 0.3 (c1,c2); d/V1/3 = 0.23 (d1,d2). V) Reproduced with
permission.[79] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

of the SiO2 and PFDT stripes are 20 and 10μm, respectively.
With time, the droplet spreads faster in the parallel direction (y-
dimension) than in the direction perpendicular to the stripe (x-
dimension), leading to an anisotropic wetting morphology with
a pronounced elongation along the stripe. Anisotropic wetting
morphologies are also observed in the evaporation process of a
1 μL water droplet, as illustrated in Figure 7II. The substrate for
the evaporation experiments is the same as the one for the spread-
ing in Figure 7I. In the evaporation process, the droplet reduces
its volume with time and tends to have a circular base area con-
trary to the strong anisotropic morphology at the initial stage.

The anisotropic wetting morphologies shown in Figure 7I,II
can be interpreted by the contact line pinning–depinning mech-
anism. In the x-dimension, the pinning force due to the varia-
tion of the wall free energy occurs at the boundary of the SiO2–
PFDT stripe, constraining the free movement of the contact line.
In the y-dimension, the droplet freely moves inward in the evap-
oration case and outward in the spreading case; the position of
the contact line is determined by the Young’s contact angles on
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic stripes subjected to the geomet-
rical constraint of volume. The free movement of the droplet in
y-dimension leads to a non-spherical cap. To reduce the total en-
ergy of the system, the droplet has to move in the x-direction,
giving rise to the depinning effect at the boundary of the SiO2–
PFDT stripe. Physically, the pining–depinning mechanism is
caused either by the geometry of the heterogeneity which affects
the local normal vector or by the wall energy variation (see Sec-
tion 6 for more details). In the pining–depinning process, the so-
called “stick–slip–jump” behavior is often observed. In the stick

stage, the droplet freely moves in the y-direction but is pinned
at the boundary of the SiO2–PFDT stripe, leading to an aspect
ratio greater than unity. In the slip stage, the contact line slips
over the hydrophilic strip toward the next adjacent hydrophilic–
hydrophobic boundary. In the third stage, the contact line is again
pinned at the boundary and jumps to next hydrophilic strip due
to the depinning effect. The “stick–slip–jump” behavior has been
studied by many other scientists.[162]

Figure 7III,V illustrates the effect of volume and kinetics on
the metastable states, respectively, from the phase-field simula-
tions. The Young’s contact angle on the red and blue stripes is
106° and 41°, respectively. The red and blue stripe has the same
width d. The droplet size with respect to the stripe width is de-
picted by d/V1/3, where V is the volume of the droplet. As shown
in Figure 7III(a1), a relatively small droplet deposited on the blue
stripe stays only on the hydrophilic stripe, where the droplet has a
spherical cap; the apparent contact angle is fully described by the
Young’s law. With a further increase in the volume, the droplet
exhibits the stick-slip-jump behavior and occupies more stripes.
However, when a droplet is deposited on a different position,
the hydrophobic stripe (Figure 7III(a2–c2)), the effect of volume
on the wetting morphology differs from the one shown in Fig-
ure 7III(a1–c1). For an intermediate volume, the droplet breaks
up into two independent droplets (Figure 7III(b2)). This breakup
is due to the interfacial instability, which is out of the scope of the
present overview. We refer to refs. [71, 163, 164] for a systematical
study of the droplet breakup.

Figure 7II,III both demonstrate that different droplet vol-
umes have distinct energy minima states on a stripped patterned
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substrate. For a more complex patterned substrate, the energy
minima state and the corresponding wetting morphologies be-
come more hard to be elucidated. Figure 7IV shows the equi-
librium wetting morphologies on a lattice patterned substrate
for the evaporation of a water droplet starting with a volume of
20 μL. The experimentally observed anisotropic wetting shapes at
each time are well consistent with the simulation results. Note-
worthily, for a fixed droplet volume, the equilibrium morpholo-
gies are not unique on the same substrate even when the droplet
is on the same position. The different metastable state for a con-
stant volume on the same position is known as the so-called con-
tact angle hysteresis. It has been well studied in literature that
surface roughness leads to the advancing and receding contact
angles. We refer to refs. [165, 166] for surface roughness induced
contact angle hysteresis. Figure 7V shows the phenomenon of
contact angle hysteresis on a chemically patterned substrate by
considering the condensation and evaporation processes. From
(a1) to (d1), the droplet volume increases (condensation); from
(d2) to (a2), the droplet volume decreases (evaporation); In (a1)
and (a2), (b1) and (b2), (c1) and (c2), and (d1) and (d2), the droplet
has the same volume. However, the equilibrium wetting pattern
in (b1) is distinct from that in (b2) though the droplet has the
same volume and is on the same position. The difference is also
observed in (c1) and (c2). The contact angle hysteresis is often ex-
plained by the contact line pinning. In the condensation process,
the contact line is pinned at the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
boundary of the droplet side. Whereas the contact line is sticked
at the hydrophilic and hydrophobic boundary of the surrounding
side in the evaporation process, leading to distinct energy mini-
mization path. The results show that for the volume in (b1) and
(b2), the system has at least two metastable states. The selection
of which metastable state for the droplet depends on the energy
map and the energy minimization path, which are elucidated in
the next section.

5.2. Effect of Deposition Position

On the 1D stripped patterned substrate, the metastable states of
the droplet can be more or less feasibly comprehended, when
the droplet volume is relatively small. With an increase in the
droplet volume, the number of the metastable states increases
divergently, which makes it hard for materials design and for re-
production of previous results. When considering a 2D or higher
dimensional substrate, like the lattice pattern, chessboard pat-
tern, the situation becomes more complicated. A generalized the-
oretical model in combination with numerical simulations and
experiments has been proposed in refs. [81, 82] to address the
metastable states for symmetrical wetting morphologies. In the
theoretical method, the base area of the droplet is assumed to
be depicted by an ellipse with major and minor axes of a and
b, which are variables corresponding to different droplet states.
The droplet volume depends these two variables as well as the
height h of the droplet, V = V(a,b,h). Subject to the constraint of
a constant volume, the total interfacial energy S is calculated as
a function of a and b, namely S(a,b). Here, S has contribution
from the liquid–gas cap, which is assumed to be spherical, and
the dedication from the base contact area with the defined func-
tions for the surface heterogeneity. The particular functions for

stripped patterned, lattice patterned, and chessboard patterned
substrates are given in ref. [81]. Each local minimum value in
the energy landscape according to S(a,b) predicts a metastable
state. In between these metastable states, there are energy barri-
ers. With this prediction for the metastable state, the base area
of the droplet at equilibrium has an aspect ratio of a/b. This en-
ergy map method has been applied to stripped patterned, lattice
patterned, and chessboard pattered substrates, which have been
confirmed by simulation and experiments.

Some selective results for the energy map method are pre-
sented in Figure 8. Figure 8I shows the energy landscape S(a,b)
when the droplet is deposited on different positions on a lattice
patterned substrate. The ratio of the droplet radius to the lattice
size is 0.75. The Young’s contact angle on the red lattice and the
blue matrix are 120° and 60°, respectively. When the droplet is
placed at the center of four neighboring lattice, the energy land-
scape has one minimum, as highlight by the number “1” in Fig-
ure 8I(a). At this local minimum state, the major and minor radii
a and b are the same, indicating a nearly circular base area. The
confirmation of this minimum state via phase-field simulation
is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 8I(a). When the droplet
is deposited at the center of two adjacent lattices and exactly on
the red lattice, we observe one minimum (“2”) and three min-
ima (“3”, “4”, “5”), respectively. At the minimum “2,” the radius
b is larger than a, indicating an elongated state. At the minimum
“3” and “5,” the radius b is greater and smaller than a, respec-
tively, revealing an elongated wetting morphology in different di-
rections. The minimum state “4” has the same value of a and b,
representing a circular base area. All of these minimum states
are corroborated well by the numerical simulations; the dashed
red line depicts the base line according to the value of a and b in
the energy map. Note there are energy barriers between the three
minima states in Figure 8I(c). In this case, the final shape of the
droplet depends on the initial aspect ratio, which has been used
to guide the simulation for setting up the droplet shape at the
beginning. By using the energy map method to guide the simu-
lation, 14 metastable states have been addressed on a chessboard
patterned substrate, as demonstrated in Figure 8II.

The energy map method has been compared with experiments
on the lattice pattered substrates, as shown in Figure 8III,IV.
Here, two different lattice shapes, square and circle, are consid-
ered. The position of the lattice beneath the droplet from simula-
tion and experiments is highlighted by the black dashed curves.
Good agreement between the energy map method, numerical
simulation, and experiments are observed. In spite of these good
agreements, the energy map method is not a “panacea.” The ad-
vantage of the energy map method is its explanation of the nu-
merous rotationally symmetric wetting morphologies. The en-
ergy map method can provide some guidelines for the exper-
iment to achieve the demanded anisotropic wetting shapes by
manipulating the initial aspect ratio of the liquid, the deposition
position, the droplet volume without blind tries. It can also ex-
plain which anisotropic wetting morphology is more easily ob-
tained by justifying which metastable state has a relatively low
energy. However, some metastable states are missed in the en-
ergy map method, such as the axially symmetric shape (last sub-
figure in Figure 8IV and in Figure 8III(a)) and the state of droplet
breakup. The reason behind is that the assumption of the elliptic
base area cannot be applied for the axially symmetric base area,
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Figure 8. Energy map method for metastable states and the effect of the droplet position on the anisotropic wetting morphologies. I) Top: Contour plot
for the interfacial energy of the system S(a,b) on a lattice patterned substrate when the droplet is deposited at the center of four neighboring lattices (left),
at the center of two adjacent lattices (middle), and exactly on the lattice (right). The ratio of the lattice size to the radius of the droplet is 0.75. The Young’s
contact angles on the hydrophobic (red lattice) and the hydrophilic (blue matrix) area are 120° and 60°, respectively. Bottom: The wetting morphologies
from the numerical simulation and the energy map method. The labels “1,” “2,” “3,” “4,” and “5” correspond to the energy minimum highlighted in the
top panel of the energy landscape. The elliptic dashed line is obtained according to the value of a and b at the minimum state in the energy landscape.
II) Fourteen metastable states predicted from the energy map method and the numerical simulations on a chessboard patterned substrate. The Young’s
contact angle on the red and blue areas is 90° and 30°, respectively. The ratio of the lattice size to the radius of the droplet is 1. I,II) Reproduced under
the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).[81] Copyright 2020, Royal
Society of Chemistry. III,IV) Wetting morphologies on a chemically patterned substrate with square and circular lattices, respectively. The droplet volumes
in (III(a–d)) and (IV) are 10, 25, 30, 40, and 5μL, respectively. The side length of the square lattice and the diameter of the circular lattice both are 1 mm.
The Young’s contact angle of water on the lattice and matrix are 0° and 160 ± 10°, respectively. Scale bar: 1 mm. In each subfigure, the position of the
droplet is different. The position of the lattice beneath the droplet is highlighted by the present authors with the dashed lines. III,IV) Reproduced with
permission.[82] Copyright 2022, Elsevier.

which largely deviates from an ellipse. A perspective is a more ac-
curate description of the base line. Another shortcoming of the
energy map method is the assumption of the quasi-equilibrium,
which overlooks the kinetic energy. The kinetic energy can sur-
mount the energy barrier to reach a distinct adjacent metastable
state in the energy map. The transformation of the kinetic energy
and the free energy can be intrinsically induced by the Kortweg
stress, which is out of the scope of this review. For more discus-
sions, we refer to refs. [167, 168].

5.3. Manipulation of Droplet Shapes by Man-Made Substrates

Given the complexity of the metastable states due to surface
heterogeneity, one can design the surface by assigning the po-
sition, the shape, and the arrangement of the heterogeneity to
achieve controllable wetting morphologies. When the man-made
heterogeneity is much larger than the intrinsic roughness, the
energy barriers in the Cassie–Wenzel theory resulting from the
surface roughness tend to be irrelevant. Particular wetting mor-
phologies can be obtained by designing the surface heterogeneity.
Figure 9I shows the formation of line, quadrilateral, star, hexag-
onal, octagon wetting patterns on man-made patterned substrate

via inkjet printing.[169] The heterogeneous substrate is obtained
through photolithography and then postgrafted with perfluorooc-
tanesulfonic acid (PFOS). After removing the photoresist, the
preprotected region shows hydrophilicity which acts as the hy-
drophilic pinning pattern, while the unprotected region is hy-
drophobic. The hydrophilic point has a circular shape with a
diameter of ≈10 μm. By setting the location of the hydrophilic
points, desired anisotropic wetting mythologies are obtained
when printing ink solution on the substrate. The stability of the
meniscus formed between the hydrophilic spots has also been
studied in this work. With an increase in the solute concentra-
tion in the ink, the surface tension increases, which leads to a
breakup of the meniscus. These controllable 3D printing struc-
tures have been used for information carriers.[169]

A more complex heterogeneous substrate has been designed
in ref. [106] to achieve polygonal non-wetting droplets. The me-
chanically patterned surface consists of silicon hydrophobic pil-
lars in the shape of triangle, circle, and square. The Young’s
contact angle on the smooth substrate is 110 ± 5°. The cross
section of the micropillars is shown by the white area in Fig-
ure 9II(b–d). In the wetting experiments, a superhydrophilic
plate is placed on top to press the droplet that is deposited on
the patterned substrate. By manipulating the arrangement of the
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Figure 9. Man-made patterned substrate for designing anisotropic wetting morphologies. I) Manipulation of anisotropic wetting morphologies through
assigning the position of the hydrophilic chemical pattern. A) 3D inkjet printing structures include line (a1), quadrilateral (a2), star (a3), hexagonal (a4),
and octagon (a5). The top, middle, and bottom panels are side-view, top-view, and arrayed SEM images of the corresponding morphologies, respectively.
Scale bar: 20 μm for the top and middle panels, and 100 μm for the bottom panel. B) The wetting morphologies of ink solution composed of various
materials: CdTe quantum dots (b1), silver nanoparticles (b2), and manganese chloride salt (b3). Insets are enlarged images of a printing unit. Scale bar:
50 μm for the printing pattern and 20 μm for the inset. I) Reproduced with permission.[169] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. II) Anisotropic wetting morphology
via changing the arrangement of the micropillars on mechanically patterned substrate. a) Sketch for the experimental setup, where the droplet is confined
between the patterned substrate and a superhydrophilic glass plate. b) Square arrangement of the triangular, circular, and square micropillar (top) and
the corresponding wetting patterns for water droplets (bottom). c) Triangular water droplet pattern created by a triangular arrangement of microtextures
with a triangular cross-section. d) Hexagonal and irregular hexagonal water droplet patterns created by the hexagonal arrangement of microtextures
with triangular, square, hexagonal, and circular cross-sections. e) Square and hexagonal liquid metal (Galinstan) droplet patterns. (e-i) and (e-ii) have
the same geometrical topologies (cross-section of micropillar and arrangement of array) as (b-ii) and (d-i), respectively. Scale bars for the micropillar
arrays: 20 μm. Scale bars for the droplet patterns: 500 μm for (b–d), and 200 μm for (e). II) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[106] Copyright 2022, The Authors, published by Springer Nature.

micropillars to be square, triangle, and hexagonal, the confined
droplet takes the square, triangle, and hexagonal shapes, respec-
tively. In comparison with the arrangement of the pillars, the
shape of the pillar itself is found to be of secondary importance
affecting the wetting morphologies. In this study, the droplet is
extruded by the top glass plate, so that the Wenzel state is reached.
By this way, the wetting morphology is largely affected by the ar-
rangement of the surface heterogeneity, for example, a hexagonal
arrangement leading to a hexagonal wetting morphology. This
observation is consistent with the simple experiments shown in
Figure 9I that two hydrophilic spots lead to a line wetting and that
three hydrophilic spots result in a triangle wetting, etc. When re-
moving the superhydrophilic plate on the top, the droplet is re-
leased and always takes the spherical shape, which corresponds
to the Cassie state. A similar surface design via square, rectan-
gular, hexagonal arrangement of chemical heterogeneity on the
surface has been provided in ref. [105]. The key point of these de-
signs is how to achieve the Wenzel state which is mainly affected
by the location of the heterogeneity.

5.4. Effect of 3D Curvature

The stripped patterned substrate, either chemical or mechanical,
belongs to the sort of 2D heterogeneity. For the mechanically pat-
terned substrate, the mean curvature in the dimension parallel

to the substrate is zero; the curvature has only contribution from
the direction perpendicular to the stripe. The chessboard and lat-
tice patterned substrates are in the class of 3D heterogeneity. In
the mechanically patterned substrate considered in the Cassie–
Wenzel theory (Figure 2), the mean curvature has the radial cur-
vature affected by the diameter of the pillar and the edge curva-
ture at corners of the pillar. The micropillar is perpendicular to
the substrate. By changing the orientation angle of the micropil-
lar, one can achieve directional movement of the droplet. One
typical example of this application for materials design is capil-
lary ratchet.

As shown in Figure 10I(c,d), two liquids, ethanol and water
are placed on the araucaria leaf. The ethanol spreads sponta-
neously along the titling direction of the leaf (defining as for-
ward direction), while the water transports in the opposite di-
rection. Based on this observation, araucaria leaf inspired sur-
face has been designed in ref. [97]. The designed surface has
several parallel ratchet arrays with pitch p, tilting angle 𝛼, ver-
tical height h, row-to-row width w, inside-to-inside length d, and
bottom-to-top length l (Figure 10I(b)). Note that the ratchet has
a transverse curvature R1 and a longitudinal curvature R2, as
depicted in Figure 10II(a,b). By mixing the water with ethanol,
the liquid mixture spreads forward when the mixture has more
ethanol and backward when the mixture contains more water.
A bidirectional spreading is obtained for liquid mixture with
an intermediate concentration. This directional movement is in
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Figure 10. 3D capillary ratchet. I) Araucaria leaf and directional movement of liquid. a) Optical image of an araucaria leaf. b) Structural characteristics of
an araucaria leaf with height (h), tip-to-tip pitch (p), length (l), and tilt angle 𝛼. c) Ethanol spreads along the ratchet-tilting direction (forward direction).
d) Water moves in the opposite direction (backward direction). II) a,b) Illustration for the transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) curvature of an araucaria
leaf. c) Phase map for the directional steering of liquid transport. When 𝜃− < 𝜃 < 𝜃+, liquid spreads forward. When 𝜃 > 𝜃+, liquid spreads backward.
When 𝜃 is 𝜃+ (symbols marked with rectangle) or 𝜃 < 𝜃−, the liquid manifests a bidirectional transport. III) Sketch for the mechanism of the direction
movement on the bottom plane (a,b) and on the tip (c). I–III) Reproduced with permission.[97] Copyright 2022, AAAS.

contrast to the 1D or 2D structures, where the liquids of water
and ethanol exhibit only bidirectional motion. The mechanism
for the directional movement is sketched in Figure 10III(a–c)
, which show the effect of the two curvature radii, R1 and R2.
The critical state for the forward and backward movement is de-
termined by two factors at the very left ratchet shown in Fig-
ure 10III(a). One is the geometrical constraint; the other factor
is the force balance on the bottom plane of the ratchet struc-
ture at the b+ side. The geometrical constraint gives rise to a
critical angle 𝜃1+ = arctan [l sin 𝛼∕(p − l cos 𝛼)]. A forward move-
ment is possible only when the Young’s contact angle is less than
𝜃1+, which means that the chemistry hydrophilicity is more pro-
nounced than the structure hydrophilicity. When 𝜃 > 𝜃1+, back-
ward spreading is possible. The force balance at b+ consists of the
forward capillary force Fd and the backward resistance force Fr,
leading to another critical angle 𝜃2+ for the forward and backward
movement at b+. The forward capillary force is scaled by the dis-
tance of the ratchet as d𝜎 cos𝜃 and the backward resistance force
is expressed as 2l𝜎 sin𝛼 sin(𝜃 + 𝛽), where 𝛽 is the semiangle for
the transverse ratchet arc. The minimum value of 𝜃2+ and 𝜃1+ dif-
ferentiates the critical state for forward and backward movement,
as shown by the red line in Figure 10II(c) . The critical state for
the forward and bi-directional spreading is depicted by the blue
solid line in Figure 10II(c) . This critical line is obtained by an-
alyzing the geometrical constraint and the force balance at the
b− side, as sketched in Figure 10III(a) . The value of 𝜃2− is due
to the geometrical constraint and the value of 𝜃2− is a result of
the force balance between Fr and Fd. The minimum value of 𝜃1−
and 𝜃2− defines the solid blue line discriminating forward and
bi-directional spreading. The force balance together with the ge-
ometrical constraint addresses moving direction of the liquid but
cannot explain the pinning effect at the tip of the araucaria leaf.
As proposed in ref. [97], the reentrant structure at the t+ side pro-

duces an upward capillary force, pinning the liquid at the tip of
the leaf, whereas this pining effect is absent at the t− side, as il-
lustrated in Figure 10III(c) . This pinning effect is similar to the
“tea-pot” phenomenon. When we continuously add water into
a tea pot or a cup, the water reaches the top round edge of the
container, but does not spill out because of the pinning effect at
the edge of the container. Only when the volume of the liquid
reaches a critical value, it overflows. The design of the 3D ratchet
structure enables a promising liquid transport technique, which
allows the control of the liquid transport direction based on the
surface structure as well as the surface tension.

6. Thermodynamic Interpretation for the Wetting
Effect on Patterned Substrate

There are distinct explanations and modeling approaches for the
anisotropic wetting effect on chemically and mechanically pat-
terned substrate. The anisotropic wetting morphologies are often
explained by the pinning and depinning effect near the contact
line.[170] In this section, we summarize a thermodynamic inter-
pretation to comprehend the pinning and depinning effect. Be-
fore the summation, we overview a natural boundary condition
which has been used in lots of literature[79,167] for simulating the
wetting mechanism.

According to van der Waals, Cahn,[171] and Landau,[172] the free
energy density of a non-uniform system depends on the fluid
density 𝜌 and its gradient ∇𝜌, namely, f = f(𝜌,∇𝜌). With this func-
tion, the free energy of the system can be written as  (𝜌,∇𝜌) =
∫Ω f (𝜌,∇𝜌)dΩ + ∫S 𝛾(𝜌)dS (Figure 11a). The first term represents
the free energy contribution from the droplet–surroundings in-
terface as well as the droplet/surroundings bulk. The second
term depicts the wall potential energy, which is due to the at-
tractive/repulsive interaction between the liquid and the solid
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Figure 11. a) Schematics for the free energy contribution in the wetting system when a droplet is deposited on a homogeneous substrate. Gray: substrate
atoms; cyan: droplet molecules; green: surrounding molecules (not real scaling). The interaction between the droplet molecules and the substrate atoms
leads to the wall potential energy 𝛾(𝜌). Apart from the potential energy at the substrate, we have the free energy density f(𝜌,∇𝜌) in the domain bulk Ω.
The free energy density f(𝜌,∇𝜌) is due to the interaction between the droplet molecules, between the surrounding molecules, and between the droplet
molecule and the surrounding molecule. b) Mechanically patterned substrate: variation of the normal vector n at the edge of the mechanical pillar.
c) Chemically patterned substrate. The normal vector n remains unchanged across the boundary of two chemical patterns, but the interface energy
density varies from 𝛾1 to 𝛾2.

substrate. The equilibrium state of the system is achieved by min-
imizing the free energy functional  . At an isothermal condition,
the free energy must be non-increasing with time to be consistent
with the second law of thermodynamics, namely d∕dt ≤ 0. By
using the chain rule for df with respect to 𝜌 and ∇𝜌, one obtains
the total derivative of the free energy to time as

d
dt

= ∫Ω

(
𝜕f
𝜕𝜌

− ∇ ⋅
𝜕f
𝜕∇𝜌

)
d𝜌
dt

dΩ

+∫S

(
𝜕𝛾

𝜕𝜌
−

𝜕f
𝜕∇𝜌

⋅ n
)

d𝜌
dt

dS ≤ 0 (8)

where n is the normal vector of the substrate S. On S, to reduce
the free energy, the evolution of the system is chosen as

d𝜌
dt

= −Γ
(
𝜕𝛾

𝜕𝜌
−

𝜕f
𝜕∇𝜌

⋅ n
)

(9)

where Γ is a positive kinetic coefficient so that the free energy is
always non-increasing, −∫SΓ(μS)2 ⩽ 0; μS is the chemical poten-
tial at the substrate defined by the expression inside the bracket
of the second term in Equation (8). Most models on the wet-
ting phenomenon in literature are based on Equation (9), such
as the work of Jacqmin,[167] Cahn,[173] de Gennes,[174] and many
other references.[175–179] This equation is sometimes called natu-
ral boundary condition. At static equilibrium when d𝜌/dt = 0, it
has been demonstrated that this boundary condition is equivalent
to the Young’s law.[180] Noteworthily, Equation (9) is more gener-
alized than Young’s law. The Young’s law cannot be used to the
case when the ratio (𝛾1 − 𝛾2)/𝜎 > 1 or (𝛾1 − 𝛾2)/𝜎 < −1, which
corresponds to superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic setups,
respectively, while Equation (9) can be applied to any surface-
tension ratios in accordance with the second law of thermody-
namics.

From Equation (9), we see that the wetting effect is actually de-
termined by two factors: i) The geometry of the surface which is
characterized by the normal vector n. ii) The chemical interac-
tion between the surface and the liquid, which is characterized
by the wall energy density 𝛾(𝜌). The first factor is a characteris-
tic for mechanically patterned substrates (Figure 11b). The vari-
ation of the normal vectors at the edge of the heterogeneity or

the roughness determines the forward/backward movement or
stagnation of the contact line, which leads to the pinning and de-
pinning phenomena. Note that the wetting boundary condition
should be applied not only at the triple line but also at all posi-
tions on the substrate S to reduce the free energy of the system.
The second factor is the chemical heterogeneity. In this case, the
normal vector does not change but the wall energy density varies
in space (Figure 11c). The variation of the chemical heterogene-
ity can give rise to pinning and depinning effect as well, as can
be seen in Equation (9). This explains that both mechanical and
chemical patterns can lead to the pinning and depinning effect.
For mechanically patterned substrate, the change of the normal
vectors due to the topological defects is consistent with the theo-
ries of Huh and Mason that the apparent contact angle is caused
by the topological peaks and pitches. The term of normal vector
has to work with the wall energy together to achieve an apparent
contact angle. The variation in the wall energy due to chemical
defects is consistent with the theories of de-Gennes-Brochard-
Wyart-Quéré-Joanny and Marmur.

Apart from substrate S, the energy minimization has to be
considered in the domain Ω as well, which is especially impor-
tant when phase transformation takes place. This energy mini-
mization determines the shape for the cap of the liquid–gas. The
evolution equation in the domain Ω via diffusion in principle is
governed by the diffusion equation of Fick’s law. In the wetting
phenomenon, two immiscible phases, for example, water/air, are
present where the effect of the surface/interfacial tension comes
into play. The surface tension effect has not been considered in
the diffusion equation of Fick’s law; a boundary condition, like
Young–Laplace equation, or Gibbs–Thomson condition has to be
added to the Fick’s diffusion equation. An alternative way is a
generalized diffusion equation for the free energy minimization
in the Ω to obtain the equilibrium shape of the liquid structure.
From the first part of Equation (8), one can choose the evolution
equation as

d𝜌
dt

= ∇ ⋅ M∇
(
𝜕f
𝜕𝜌

− ∇ ⋅
𝜕f
𝜕∇𝜌

)
(10)

By using the Leibniz integration and using the no-flux boundary
condition, the free energy minimization in domainΩ is achieved,
− ∫Ω M(∇𝜇)2 ≤ 0 for a positive mobility M. Here, the chemical
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potential μ is defined by the expression inside the bracket of the
first term in Equation (8). This definition is nothing but the vari-
ational derivative or functional derivative. If the Cahn free en-
ergy density f (𝜌, 1

2
𝜉(∇𝜌)2) is used (𝜉 is a parameter related to

the surface tension), we obtain the well-known Cahn–Hilliard
model which has been widely used for the modeling of wet-
ting phenomenon.[181–187] The advantage of Equation (10) over
the conventional Fick’s diffusion equation is the consideration
of the surface/interfacial tension effect, which is essential for
the wetting phenomenon. Equations (9) and (10) consist of the
thermodynamic description for the wetting effect. The thermo-
dynamic description should be general for modeling the wetting
phenomenon to address the equilibrium morphology of liquid
structures. However, the kinetic energy due to convection has
been overlooked in the thermodynamic description. The convec-
tion can be either external or intrinsic. In the latter case, the ki-
netic energy is exchanged with the interfacial free energy, which
can change the metastable state. For instance, if a deformed wa-
ter droplet is released on a homogeneous substrate, the droplet
evolves towards the equilibrium with a certain velocity due to the
Kortweg stress. When the velocity is relatively small, the droplet
reaches the energy minima state of a spherical cap. When the ve-
locity is relatively high corresponding to a large Weber number,
the droplet can break up into separate small droplets, transform-
ing the system from a low free energy state (a single droplet) to
a high free energy state (two separate droplets). In this case, one
has to consider not only the energy barrier but also the kinetics.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

We have overviewed recent progresses of wetting effect on pat-
terned substrates starting from the classic Cassie–Wenzel theory.
Based on the Cassie equation, one can design superhydrophobic
substrate from a hydrophilic material by controlling the solid–
liquid contact area and the intrinsic Young’s contact angle. Re-
ducing the solid–liquid contact area can increase the hydropho-
bicity, but often leads to fragile structures which are mechani-
cally unstable. A comprise of wettability and mechanical dura-
bility has been considered in ref. [113], engendering robust su-
perhydrophobic metals, ceramic, and glass. Another application
of the Cassie–Wenzel theory for materials design is coating via
manipulating the contact area and the surface chemistry.[160] By
stretching and releasing the coated polyester fabrics, the contact
area between the liquid and the coated/uncoated fabrics is var-
ied. The variation of the contact area leads to the reversible tran-
sition between Wenzel and Cassie states. The robustness factor
has been introduced to measure the effectiveness of hydropho-
bicity when the materials are elongated in the stretched state.

Cassie equation has been often used to explain the superhy-
drophobic property of some plants in nature,[188] such as lotus
leaves[189,190] and rose petals.[55] It has been illustrated that the
lotus effect is caused by the two-level roughness. The microm-
eter scale bumps and the nanometer scale hair-like structures
allow air to be trapped beneath the water droplets sitting on
the leaf, forming the so-called Cassie state. The two-level rough-
ness reduces the real contact area between the droplet and the
leaf, which leads to a superhydrophobic structure. It comes to
a question whether the lotus leaf is always superhydrophobic.
According to Cassie’s equation, when the contact area is large,

we achieve the intrinsic wettability. It has been experimentally
shown in ref. [191] that lotus leaf can be hydrophilic if water
drops are trapped in between the surface micro/nano-pillars dur-
ing condensation. This is because the surface of the nano-hairy
structures or porous structures is not intrinsically hydrophobic,
as measured in ref. [191].

The limitation of Cassie–Wenzel theory has been overviewed
and some open questions are left. Based on the axiom of energy
minimization principle, the wetting state is addressed by the en-
ergy minimum states. There are three contributions to the sys-
tem energy, liquid–gas cap, liquid–solid contact area, and gas–
solid contact area. Note that the gas–solid contact area is not only
outside the triple line but also beneath the droplet in the pore
for mechanically structured surface. The main challenge here is
to measure the liquid–solid and the gas–liquid contact areas be-
neath the droplet. The liquid can partially penetrate into the pore,
resulting in a meniscus with non-zero mean curvature. The re-
sulting Young–Laplace pressure due to this curvature should be
identical to the pressure ascribe to the curved liquid-gas cap to es-
tablish a stable droplet state. The model proposed by Nagayama
and Zhang[112] has been used to calculate the apparent contact an-
gle by using the effective wetting ratio f, demonstrating the exis-
tence of intermediate wetting states. This model has been shown
to be good consistent with experiments. However, the effective
wetting ratio f is really hard to be measured for a real complex
substrate. By this way, it is hard to address how many intermedi-
ate states exist beyond the Cassie and Wenzel theory and which
state is the most stable one. Another difficulty to address the in-
termediate states is the liquid–gas cap, which is not necessary to
be spherical. Especially near the base area, the liquid-gas inter-
face can be deformed, becoming anisotropic.

One open question has not yet been addressed by the Cassie–
Wenzel theory is the state of the gas beneath the droplet. It is of-
ten interpreted that at the Wenzel state, the liquid completely con-
tacts the solid substrate and the real contact area is corrected by
the roughness factor. However, it is unclear how the gas evolves
when the Wenzel state originates from the Cassie state. In the
Cassie state, the gas fills in the pore beneath the droplet, pro-
viding support for the stability of the droplet. Some literature
has been devoted to address this question.[153,192,193] The gas state
can be classified into three categories: i) The gas in the pore is
compressed.[153,192] In this case, one has to consider the state
equation of the gas. The resulting pressure provides support of
the droplet, leading to intermediate wetting states. For this state,
one has to study the penetration of the droplet at the pore level.
A recent paper addressed the capillary adsorption criterion of a
droplet penetrating into the pore structure, where the influence
of droplet size, Young’s contact angle, and the opening angle of
the pore is revealed.[194] ii) When the droplet gradually spreads
outward, the gas in the pore beneath the droplet moves toward
the triple line region and is extruded to the surroundings. iii) The
gas dissolves into the liquid, forming gas bubbles.[153,193]

The applicability of the Cassie–Wenzel theory is for droplet
size much larger than the characteristic length of the surface het-
erogeneity. When the droplet size is comparable to the one of the
heterogeneity, anisotropic wetting morphologies are usually ob-
served. In this case, the wetting pattern is affected by the droplet
volume, the deposition position, the arrangement/orientation
of the heterogeneity, and the size/mean curvature of the
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heterogeneity. In this report, we have reviewed the anisotropic
wetting morphologies on: i) stripped/lattice/chessboard chemi-
cally patterned substrate; ii) mechanically patterned substrates
with square/triangular/hexagonal arrangement of the hetero-
geneity; and iii) 3D capillary rachet. In case (i), a combination of
analytical model, numerical simulation, and experiment shows
the capability to identify rationally systematical wetting mor-
phologies. By using the energy map method to guide the as-
pect ratio of the base area at the metastable states, simulations
and experiments are performed by controlling the initial shape
of the liquid structure; numerous anisotropic wetting morpholo-
gies are achieved. However, it remains an open question to ad-
dress the axially symmetrical anisotropic wetting morphologies.
The difficulty is the same as the Cassie–Wenzel theory, where the
real contact area and the curve of contact line are challenging to
be prescribed analytically. Numerical simulation may be an ap-
proach to solve this problem. In case (ii), the anisotropic wetting
shape is mainly controlled by the arrangement of the micropil-
lars rather the shape of the heterogeneity. For instance, two hy-
drophilic spots lead to a line wetting shape; a triangular arrange-
ment of the pillars results in triangle wetting morphologies, etc.
The key point here is to control the system to achieve either the
Cassie or the Wenzel state. At the Wenzel state, the droplet takes
the shape according to the arrangement of the heterogeneity. In
case (iii), an araucaria leaf inspired surface has been designed,
which shows well-controlled directional movement of liquids.
The controlling parameter is the tiling angle of the araucaria leaf
and the Young’s contact angle.

All these wetting effects on patterned substrate come to the
key question of the metastable states and the energy barriers,
which are caused by the surface heterogeneity. By varying the
surface from ideally smooth to heterogeneous, the energy min-
imum state changes from unique in Young’s law to numerous,
such as Cassie state, Wenzel state, and many other intermedi-
ate states. The numerous metastable states make the diversity of
the wetting morphologies and provide immerse opportunities for
materials design in different fields with distinct functionalities;
but the control of the metastable states and the design are a long
way to go. The present overview focuses on the quasi-equilibrium
wetting effect, where the inertial effect, viscous effect, and gravity
effect are mostly overlooked. The wetting morphology can spon-
taneously transform between different metastable states, making
the situation even more complex. An interdisciplinary study of
the wetting effect with scientists from different fields is required
to surmount these challenges.
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